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Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati

Mid Semester Exams, Winter 2018

EE 360: Embedded Systems Thursday, 28th February 2018
Time Allowed:120 Minutes Maximum Marks: 100

• The Question paper consists of four (4) printed pages, containing five (5) questions, and some relevant
results.

• Any evidence of cheating detected while checking will lead to the award of suitable negative credit
to all involved.

• Make suitable and justifiable assumptions wherever necessary, and state those assumptions clearly.

1) Consider an instruction set architecture (ISA) that has a CPI (average clock cycles per instruction) of
1 for arithmetic/ logical (AL) instructions, 10 for memory operations, and 5 for branch instructions.
Assume that if a program is parallelized to run over multiple (P ) processors, then the number of
AL and memory instructions per processor reduces by a factor of 0.8P , whereas the number of
branch instructions remains unchanged. That is, if a single processor executes K AL, M memory
and N branch instructions to run a program, then a parallel implementation of this program (on P

processors) will respectively require the execution of 1.25K
P

, 1.25M
P

and N AL, memory, and branch
instructions per processor.
Using a program with 2.5 × 109 AL, 1.2 × 109 memory, and 2 × 108 branch instructions as an
example, answer the following questions. {25 Marks}

a) Compare the relative merits of the following schemes for speeding up the execution of the
example program. [12]

• Double the clock speed with a single core.
• Use 2 cores, each with a clock speed 1.5 times the original clock speed.
• Use 4 cores with the original clock speed.

b) Does the fastest scheme change when the CPI for the AL instructions is doubled? [6]
c) By what factor should the clock speed of a single core processor be scaled to make its

performance comparable to an 8 core processor running at half the clock speed? [7]

2) Assuming that the variables p, q, r, s are stored in the registers X0, . . . , X3, and the base addresses
of the arrays A,B and C are stored in the registers X4, . . . , X6, write the equivalent C code for
the following LEGv8 assembly language code. {20 Marks}

ADDI X0,XZR,XZR

valar:LSL X9,X0,#6

LSL X10,X0,#3

LDUR X12,[X10,#0]

ADDI X1,XZR,#7

morghulis:LSL X11,X1,#3
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ADD X9,X9,X11

ADD X9,X9,X4

ADD X10,X10,X5

ADD X11,X11,X6

LDUR X13, [X11,#0]

SUB X14,X12,13

STUR X14,[X9,#0]

SUBI X1,C1,#1

SUBS XZR,X1,XZR

B.GE morghulis

ADDI X0,X0,#1

SUBIS XZR,X0,#7

B.LE valar

3) Translate the function func1 from C to LEGv8 assembly language. The variables a,b,c,d are stored
in registers X1, . . . , X4 and the value is returned to X0. Assume that the inner function func2(x, y)

is stored at the memory location f2, with its two inputs contained in the registers X1 and X2, and
result returned to X0. {30 Marks}
long long int func1(long long int a, long long int b, long long int c, long long int d)
{
if (a+ b > c+ d)
return func2(a,b);
else
return func2(func2(a,b),c+d);
}

4) Convert 72.75 to the IEEE 754 single precision floating point format. Hint: The format is given in
the reference sheet {10 Marks}

5) The following piece of commented LEGv8 code is to be used to convert temperature in degrees
Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius, with all the varibles stored as double precision floating point numbers.
This is under the assumption that the address of the temperature value to be converted is stored
in X20, and the constants 5.0, 9.0 and 32.0 are stored as an array whose base address is stored in
X21. There is a major bug in this code, identify that, and write the debugged code. {15 Marks}
LDUR X1, [X20,#0] // X1 = fahr (fahr in memory)
LDUR X16, [X21,#0] // X16 = 5.0 (5.0 in memory)
LDUR X18, [X21,#8] // X18 = 9.0 (9.0 in memory)
DIV X16, X16, X18 // X16 = 5.0 / 9.0
LDUR X18, [X21,#16] // X18 = 32.0
SUB X18, X1, X18 // X18 = fahr - 32.0
MUL X0, X16, X18 // X0 = (5/9)*(fahr - 32.0)
BR LR // return


